
Accessories



It’s just you and your ProCeed in the spotlight. So make the most of the attention with your 
personal choice of genuine accessories that maximize the attraction. There’s a wide variety 
of attractive products to choose from, all of them custom made using high-quality materials. 
And it’s a great feeling knowing that your ProCeed expresses your own unique character.  

… AND MAKE A DIFFERENCE
MAKE YOUR STATEMENT



… WITH EVERY DETAIL 
What does it take to give your ProCeed a personal touch? Just your own good taste and the superb 
quality of Kia Genuine Accessories. You can create a coordinated look by choosing door mirror caps, 
and trim for the tailgate and trunk sill in either high gloss or brushed satin finishes. So you can  
decide just how much you want to shine. Pictured is the tailgate trim line in high gloss.

REFINE YOUR STYLE



… SHINE A LIGHT

When it’s dark, they shine. Light up the night with ambient lighting effects that  
are more than just practical. They also add a distinctly elegant tone. Inside, LED  
ambient lighting illuminates the footwells in stylish red (shown) or classic white.  
And, whenever a front door is opened, automatic projector lights, with or without  
Kia logos, illuminate the exterior ground. 

PERFECT THE AMBIENCE



… WITH CONFIDENCE

The bold, confident design of ProCeed speaks for itself. But if you want it to speak  
a little louder, we’ve developed high-quality, precision-cut decals that add extra 
linear dynamism to the air-smoothed surfaces. Available in glossy red, glossy black 
or matt white (shown) to enhance the body colour of your car. 

AFFIRM YOUR CHARACTER



Break new ground. Follow a new star. And show others the way with specially designed and  
engineered alloy wheels. Your choice of wheels says so much about you, so we’ve made it easy  
for you to reflect your personality through your wheels. Like the sophistication of a graphite  
finish, or the eye-catching bicolour 3D effect. Pictured is the 18" alloy wheel, bicolour.

… AND BE NOTICED 
BE BOLD



No matter how you look after yourself, the passing years can still leave their tracks. But you can help your 
ProCeed keep its showroom condition with well thought-out solutions like the practical trunk liner (pictured), 
all-weather or textile floor mats, and trunk mats. Whatever adventures you have in mind, they all provide 
effective protection against the effects of everyday use and deterioration caused by extreme weather.  

… THAT LASTS 
QUALITY DESIGN



Enjoy both bold design and outstanding practicality. Our clever accessories, that organize and 
expand your ProCeed’s carrying capacity also inspire you to enjoy life much more. Typical is our 
custom-made detachable tow bar (pictured) which provides a sturdy basis for our bike carrier. 
All have been rigorously tested to meet the toughest standards.

… ENJOY YOUR LIFE 
GET OUT AND ABOUT



FINISHING TOUCHES
Careful coordination is the secret of a harmonious presentation. Create a look  
that enhances the boldness of ProCeed’s overall design. Choose either high gloss  
or brushed satin finishes. 

… THAT ADD A LOT 
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TAILGATE TRIM LINE
Add a stylish edge to your tailgate with this trim line in brushed  

or high-gloss stainless steel.

J7491ADE20BR (brushed)

J7491ADE20ST (chrome optic)

TRUNK SILL TRIM LINE
These stainless steel shields are ideal for adding a refined  

horizontal detail to the inner sill and rear bumper of your  

ProCeed's load area.

J7275ADE20BR (brushed)

J7275ADE20ST (chrome optic)

DOOR MIRROR CAPS
Raise the overall visual impact of your ProCeed with these brushed 

or high-gloss stainless steel caps.

J7431ADE00BR (brushed)

J7431ADE00ST (chrome optic) 

chrome optic chrome optic 

brushed

brushed brushed



Decals (black)

DECALS, RACING STRIPES
Add extra sportiness to your ride with sleek and aerodynamic lines. The top-quality 

decals are precision-cut to fit the contours of your ProCeed and are available in 

glossy black, glossy red or matt white. Resistant to extreme climatic conditions  

and frequent carwash use. Professional fitting by an expert is recommended. 

J7200ADE00BL (glossy black)

J7200ADE00RD (glossy red)

J7200ADE00WH (matt white)

SHOW YOUR FLAIR
Precision-made decals that express your free spirit. After all, you’ve never been shy, 
have you? Choose from glossy red, glossy black or matt white to contrast with the 
body colour of your car.

… WITH CONFIDENCE
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Decals (red)

Decals (white)
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LIGHT YOUR WAY
Enjoy automatic ground illumination when a front door is opened. Exterior projector 
lights are available with or without Kia logos. And red or white interior footwell 
lighting creates a welcoming ambience. 

… WITH STYLE 

LED DOOR PROJECTORS & LED PUDDLE LIGHTS
Bring a special touch to every entrance after dark, by projecting 

the sharp contours of the Kia, GT or GT Line logo on the ground 

every time the front doors are opened. Or choose a distinctive yet 

subtle glow for a unique entry – and increased visibility, especially 

in darkness – with the LED puddle lights.

66651ADE00K (Kia logo)

66651ADE00GL (GT Line)

66651ADE00GT (GT)

66651ADE00 (puddle lights)

LED FOOTWELL ILLUMINATION
Give your cabin the red carpet treatment with this premium 

touch that bathes the front footwell in exquisite ambient light 

whenever the doors are unlocked, fading out when the engine 

starts. Available in stylish red and classic white.

66650ADE20 (red, first row)

66650ADE20W (white, first row)

Kia logo

GT logo

puddle lights



General advice: Only applicable to vehicles originally delivered with the same specifications from the vehicle manufacturer. The Certificate Of Conformity 

(COC) provides the application information as authorized by the vehicle manufacturer for the specific VIN, if other specifications are desired.
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LSEXPRESS YOUR SPIRIT
Ever checked your reflection in a shop window when stopped at the lights? Of course you have.  
So you know that your wheels communicate so much about you, your attitude to life, your  
preference for an elegant or a sporty lifestyle. Our genuine wheels give you the freedom to  
express yourself and also provide the extra dynamic qualities sought by the enthusiastic driver.

… WITH SOPHISTICATION

ALLOY WHEEL 17" GOYANG 
17" alloy wheel, 7.0Jx17, 

suitable for 225/45 R17 tyres.

J7400ADE07 (silver/GT Line)

J7400ADE07GR (graphite/GT Line)

J7400ADE07BL (black /GT Line)

J7400ADE07BC (bicolour/GT Line)

17" alloy wheel,
silver

17" alloy wheel,
bicolour

17" alloy wheel,
graphite

17" alloy wheel,
black

17" alloy wheel,
bicolour

ALLOY WHEEL 18” 
18" alloy wheel, bicolour, 7.5Jx18, 

suitable for 225/40 R18 tyres.

52910J7500PAC

52960M6500 (red cap/GT)

52960J7550 (silver cap/GT Line)

18" alloy wheel,
bicolour 

18" alloy wheel,
bicolour 

18" alloy wheel,
bicolour

18" alloy wheel,
graphite

ALLOY WHEEL 18" DANYANG 
18"alloy wheel, 7.5Jx18, 

suitable for 225/40 R18 tyres. 

J7400ADE08GR (graphite)

J7400ADE08BC (bicolour)

ALLOY WHEEL 17" 
17" alloy wheel, bicolour, 7.0Jx17, 

suitable for 225/45 R17 tyres. 

52910J7600PAC (GT Line)

529603W200 (center cap)
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TEXTILE FLOOR MATS, VELOUR
Keep your cabin unblemished for longer. These high-quality  

velour floor mats will protect your ProCeed’s interior from  

everyday dirt. Set of 4.

GT:

J7143ADE00GT (LHD/AT)

J7143ADE01GT (LHD/MT/not shown)

J7143ADE11GT (RHD/not shown)

ALL WEATHER MATS                                                                                                  
Whatever adventure you've been on, don't worry about wet, 

muddy or sandy shoes when you get back in the car.

GT:

J7131ADE00GT (LHD)

LASTING QUALITY
Choose from our range of high-quality made-to-measure accessories that 
protect and preserve potentially vulnerable areas of your ProCeed. 

… NEEDS CARE 

TRUNK LINER
Protects your trunk area from wet, muddy or grimy things.  

It is durable, anti-slip and waterproof with raised edges, helping 

prevent loads moving around. 

J7122ADE20 (for vehicles without loudspeaker)

J7122ADE25 (for vehicles with loudspeaker)

TRUNK MAT, REVERSIBLE
Keeps your trunk looking clean, new and stylish. High-quality  

velour on one side and a resilient dirt-resistant surface on  

the other.

J7120ADE20

MUDGUARD KIT
In bad weather and on rough  

terrain, protect the underbody, 

sills and doors of your ProCeed 

from excessive dirt, slush or 

mud-spray. Set of 2.

J7460ADE20/J7460ADU20 (front)

J7460ADE50/J7460ADU50 (rear)

DOOR HANDLE RECESS PROTECTION FOIL
These foils keep your paintwork looking new and free of any 

fingernail or key scratches. Set of 4.

66272ADE00

Mudguard kit, front

Mudguard kit, rear

GT Line: 

J7131ADE00GL (LHD)

GT Line: 

J7143ADE00GL (LHD/AT)

J7143ADE01GL (LHD/MT/not shown)

J7143ADE11GL (RHD/not shown)
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TOW BAR, DETACHABLE
Whenever you have substantial cargo in tow,  

this top-quality corrosion-resistant steel  

tow bar is ideal for efficient transportation.  

It can be detached simply, securely and  

discreetly.*

J7281ADE20

TOW BAR WIRING KIT
Installation uses original vehicle connectors and 

a multifunctional trailer module which amplifies 

all necessary signals.

13-pole: J7621ADE00PC/J7621ADE00CP 

(with/without prepared connector/LHD only); 

55621ADE01 (+15/+30 extension for 13-pole) 

7-pole: J7620ADE00PC/J7620ADE00CP (with/

without prepared connector/LHD only).  

Adapters are available to temporarily change 

7-pole (vehicle) to 13-pole (trailer/caravan)  

or vice versa. 13-pole (vehicle) to 7-pole (trailer/

caravan) 55622ADB00 or vice versa E919999137.

* Please consult your dealer for further infor- 

mation and regarding the maximum towing 

load capacity for your vehicle.

BIKE CARRIER FOR ALL TOW BARS
The ideal companion for cycling holidays or day trips out. Designed 

for maximum enjoyment and minimum hassle. It can carry 2 bikes 

with a maximum payload of 60 kg. Lockable, easy to load, and you 

can open the tailgate with your bikes on the back. 

E823055001 (LHD only)

INTELLIGENT SOLUTIONS
No matter how you like to spend your time, our purpose-designed accessories give  
you the chance to enjoy your favourite activity or try out something new. 

… FOR CURIOUS MINDS

REAR SEAT ENTERTAINMENT  
CRADLE FOR iPad®

TV shows, movies, games – enjoy them now  

all on the road. Rotate and tilt for the best  

possible viewing experience. Fits to iPad® 1,  

2, 3 & 4 and iPad®Air 1 & 2.** 

66582ADE01

BUSINESS SUIT HANGER
Easy to attach to the front seat and just 

as quick to detach and use elsewhere.**

66770ADE10 (not shown)

TRUNK ORGANIZER, FOLDABLE
Perfect for quickly organizing and securing any 

kind of supplies, folding away flat making room 

for your next errand. With practical carrying 

straps and handholds for convenient transport 

outside your car. 

66123ADE00

ICE/SUNSCREEN
Protects your cabin from heat build-up on hot 

sunny days, and ensures frost protection for 

your windscreen and front windows in freezing 

temperatures. Custom-made for the ProCeed, 

it is theft-proof when fitted. 

J7723ADE00 (not shown)

** Note: Applicable only for GT Line with standard seats (not applicable for GT Line with optional  

seats or any GT vehicle type).
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Kia Motors Europe GmbH
Theodor-Heuss-Allee 11
60486 Frankfurt am Main
Germany

All information, illustrations and specifications are correct at the time of printing and 
are subject to change without notification. The models and specifications shown in  
this brochure may vary from the models available in your market. Due to the limits 
of the printing process, the car body colours shown may differ slightly from actual 
colours. Please contact your local Kia dealer for the most recent information.

www.kia.com

Genuine Kia Accessories developed by MOBIS
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The Kia 7-year warranty

Max. 150,000 km vehicle warranty. Valid in all EU member 

states (plus Norway, Switzerland, Iceland and Gibraltar).  

Deviations according to the valid guarantee conditions, e.g. for 

paint and equipment, subject to local terms and conditions.Q U A L I T Y  R E D E F I N E D

YEAR WARRANTY


